
Curriculums are an important coaching resource as they establish

a baseline education for athletes within your program, identify

teaching priorities to best manage time, and provide purpose for

day to day training.  A curriculum is the coaches’ map to what

skills, tactics, and techniques athletes should learn and master by

the end of the season, year, or quadrennium.  Here are two

different ways to create your learning goals to shape your

curriculum. 

Option 1: Start with the End in Mind
At the end of this season, year of training, or quad what will your

athletes ideally have learned and/or experienced? Take a holistic

approach by including not only technical skills and tactics, but

also how have they developed physically, mentally, and

emotionally?  Coaches can use this exercise in the team’s pre-

season goal setting meeting to gain insight and buy in with

athletes. While some athletes have clear goals and are aware of

their need to improve, other athletes may identify better by

naming skills and attributes they see in elite athletes as opposed

to thinking about their own improvement throughout the season.  

Option 2: Use a Measuring Stick 
Create your own PERT test in which you identify what skills,

techniques, tactics, physical skills, mental skills, etc are essential

for success then rate each of your athletes in their ability to

execute or perform the skill.  Low scores would indicate athletes

have little to no understanding of the technique and/or are

unable to execute the technique in a competitive situation

whereas high scores indicate the opposite.  Calculate the overall

team scores to identify current strengths as well as opportunity

areas to improve.  If you are coaching older and more

experienced athletes, you may ask them to rate themselves to

incorporate their feedback into the process as well.  

Keep in mind learning goals should be age and skill level

relevant based off of Long Term Athlete Development

models. Once learning goals have been identified,

coaches can create a logical teaching progression in

which simple skills layer over time to create more complex

and compound movements.  Be sure to incorporate review

of simple yet essential skills such as stance and lines of

defense into your curriculum.  Routinely schedule a review

practice or week in which athletes touch back on

previously learned skills or use the skill to set up/or finish

a new skill.  The completed curriculum will help you

create your daily practice plans.  The teaching concept

should be the bulk of the time however you may

incorporate review drills, games, and combat.  Although

the plan is well thought out it should be flexible and adapt

as needed.  Keep in mind, this curriculum can be overlaid

with the perioidization plan for elite athletes.
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PRACTICE January 5th: 6 - 7:30pm GMT 

PRACTICE January 19th: 6 - 7:30pm GMT
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"This is such a great programme to
be a part of. I hope that all of the
participants emerge from this with a
greater knowledge of the sport and
a stronger sense of community." 

-Shaherah Jordan

CURRICULUM BUILDING



While competition is a healthy component of sport, the idea

of winning and losing can become debilitating to young

athletes. In fact, when researchers from the Institute for the

Study of Youth Sports at University of Michigan asked kids

why they joined sports, winning didn’t even make their Top

10 list. What did they say were their Top 3 reasons for

joining?

1. Having Fun 
2. Doing something I’m good at 
3. Improving skills 

So, as coach-mentors, how can we build an environment and

curriculum that includes competition but is not centered

around it? The answer is redefining what competition,

winning, and losing looks like. Three simple ways to do this

are:

1. Ask Athlete’s for THEIR Goals
While some youth athletes might be mature enough to

understand the complexity of competition, most are not

psychologically developed to understand anything beyond

a combination of results (winning/losing) and adult

feedback until they are roughly 12 years old. Because of

this, it is common in youth sports for coaches and parents to

designate goals upon youth athletes without consulting

them in the process. Often, these goals are inappropriate to

the skill level of the athlete which results in youth feeling

stressed and discouraged as they work to accomplish

something outside their ability.

2. Encourage Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Competition
Performing Baseline Assessments can allow coach-mentors

to determine the unique needs of each athlete and what

individual progress and success looks like for them. To build

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic competition, coach-mentors can re-visit

and re-evaluate these fundamental skills consistently in

practice and throughout the season. Doing this allows for

coach-mentors to facilitate a room where all athletes are

working on the same skill but at their individual paces;

fostering an environment that although is competitive, is

encouraging athletes to view progress and success as a

result of personal effort vs. comparing themselves with their

peers.

Ex. Number of push ups pre, mid, and end of season.
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HEALTHY COMPETIT ION

3. Include Free Play and Deliberate Play
Don’t be scared to change the game altogether! Whether

creating new games out of fundamental skills or playing fan

favorites like dodgeball, coach-mentors can deliberately use

"Play" to enhance fundamental skills and re-define

competition. Simple things like manipulating the rules, how

points are earned, or how many rounds there are in a game

can encourage kids to PLAY FOR FUN not FOR WINNING.

Additionally, an excellent way to reveal what athletes are

looking for out of sport is to give them the “coach role” by

allowing them to lead parts of practice or to the make new

rules to traditional games. Sit back and observe how

athletes handle making teams, winning, losing, and

compromising. Who knows, you might just learn something

that you can add to your next practice.



Welcome back to the "Connection Corner!" We are excited to continue this week with new

strategies to strengthen the culture within your club and community. Over the next two weeks

we encourage you continue strengthening your team culture by:

1. Pair athletes together as accountability buddies for the New Year

2. Use your recently developed group chats to Kick off the New Year with "Challenges of
the Week"

CONNECTION CORNER
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REINFORCING SKILLS
Learning new skills takes time and repetition.  Finding ways to include additional practice of new skills

throughout your training session can help your athletes acquire new skills more quickly over time.  It 's

also a great way to shake up the monotony of practice by using a variety of games, drills, and exercises

throughout the season.  Below you 'll see some ideas on how to include this week 's technique of

penetration steps and lines of defense into a practice, but we encourage you and your athletes to come

up with new creative ideas as well!


